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Ever After High: Fairy Tail Ending
Co-written by New York Times bestselling and Newbery Honor winning author
Shannon Hale, this sequel to the highly acclaimed Rapunzel's Revenge is a
hilarious tall tale about Jack, his beanstalk . . . and his best-friend-with-wickedbraids, Rapunzel. Jack likes to think of himself as a criminal mastermind . . . with an
unfortunate amount of bad luck. A schemer, plotter, planner, trickster, swindler . . .
maybe even thief? One fine day Jack picks a target a little more giant than the
usual, and one little bean turns into a great big building-destroying beanstalk. With
help from Rapunzel (and her trusty braids), a pixie from Jack's past, and a man
with inventions from the future, they just might out-swindle the evil giants and put
his beloved city back in the hands of good people . . . while catapulting themselves
and readers into another fantastical adventure. Don't miss any of these other
books from New York Times bestselling author Shannon Hale: Graphic Novels with
Dean Hale, illustrated by Nathan Hale Rapunzel's Revenge Calamity Jack The Books
of Bayern The Goose Girl Enna Burning River Secrets Forest Born The Princess
Academy trilogy Princess Academy Princess Academy: Palace of Stone Princess
Academy: The Forgotten Sisters Book of a Thousand Days Dangerous For Adults
Austenland Midnight in Austenland The Actor and the Housewife
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Fairy's Got Talent
It’s a case of monstrous cuteness in the third book of the New York Times bestselling series as the Princess in Black encounters a new challenge: a field overrun
by adorable bunnies. Princess Magnolia and her unicorn, Frimplepants, are on their
way to have brunch with Princess Sneezewort when Princess Magnolia’s glitterstone ring rings. The monster alarm! After a quick change in the secret cave,
Princess Magnolia and Frimplepants are transformed into the Princess in Black and
her faithful pony, Blacky. But when they get to the goat pasture, all they can see is
a field full of darling little bunnies. Where are the monsters? Are these bunnies as
innocent as they appear?

Ever After High School Coloring Book
When the rebellious Jackie Frost and her brother, Northwind, plot to take control of
the Winter Palace and curse the Royal Winter Family, a treacherous storm
threatens all of Ever After! Under Jackie's chilly curse, the Snow King freezes out
everyone in the palace, including his daughter: Crystal Winter. As a wicked winter
spreads across the land, Crystal takes off on a daring quest with her friends from
Ever After High to melt her father's frozen heart and save the world from turning
into a giant snow globe. With Jackie and other fairy dark forces working against
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them, will Crystal, Briar, Ashlynn, and the rest of the gang be able to heat things
up before summer is gone forever after? Includes 8-page color insert from the
animation! © 2016 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

Ever After High
At Ever After High, everyone is expected to sign the Storybook of Legends,
pledging to follow in their fairytale parent's footsteps. But when Raven Queen
came along, things became fairy, fairy confusing. Now no one's destiny is certain,
not even for the most royal of them all, Apple White. When a mysterious being
from Wonderland begins to infect Ever After High with a strange magic, everything
goes topsy-turvy. The students transform into animals and objects, palace mice
talk, and the beautiful green grounds on campus fade to black-and-white. Lizzie
Hearts, Wonderland's future queen, Cedar Wood, daughter of Pinocchio, and
Madeline Hatter, heir to the Mad Hatter's Hat and Tea Shoppe, seem to be the only
ones who haven't completely lost their heads. It's up to them to save their best
friends forever after from a curse that threatens to give their school-and their livesa very unhappy ending. Don't miss Book #1, Ever After High: Storybook of Legends
and Book #2, Ever After High: The Unfairest of Them All!

Ever After High: Once Upon a Twist: Cerise and the Beast
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It's the aftermath of Legacy Day, the day when the students at Ever After High are
supposed to pledge to follow in their fairytale parents' footsteps, and everyone is in
a huff and a puff! Raven Queen, daughter of the Evil Queen, has refused to sign
the Storybook of Legends, rejecting her story--and putting everyone else's in
jeopardy. The Royal Apple White doesn't want to think Raven is being a rebellious
pain, but Raven's choice means Apple might never get the poisoned apple, Prince
Charming, and a kingdom to rule. Behind Apple stands the Royals, those who want
to play by the book and embrace their stories. The Rebels, supporters of Raven,
believe in breaking free from destiny and writing their own stories. But when the
chaos and rivalry land wonderlandiful Madeline Hatter in trouble, Raven and Apple
must bring the Royals and the Rebels together to shut the book on their feud
before it threatens to end all of their Happily Ever Afters once and for all. Mirror,
Mirror on the WallWho'e the Unfairest of Them All? Don't miss Book #1, Ever After
High: The Storybook of Legends!

Ever After High: Dragon Games: The Junior Novel
It is strange enough that Odo and Eleanor have stumbled upon a sword in a driedup river outside their village. It is even stranger that Odo is able to remove it from
where it's buried. And it's REMARKABLY strange when the sword starts to talk. Odo
and Eleanor have unearthed Biter, a famous fighter from earlier times. By finding
Biter, Odo instantly becomes a knight -- a role he is exquisitely unsuited for.
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Eleanor, however, would make a PERFECT knight -- but she's not the one with the
sword. Finding Biter is only the start -- boy, girl, and sword must soon go on a
quest to save their kingdom from threats in both human and dragon form, in this
new fantasy triumph from Garth Nix and Sean Williams.

The Princess in Black and the Hungry Bunny Horde
An exciting paper-over-board middle grade novel featuring Raven Queen, daughter
of the Evil Queen! Dear Diary, I'm so hexcited for spring break! It's royally
disappointing that Dad has to cut our time together short, but it's royally cool that I
get to spend the break with my best friends forever after, Madeline Hatter and
Cerise Hood! I just hope I can shake this fairy, fairy weird feeling I've been having.
It's almost as if my mom, the Evil Queen, put a curse on me! But she's in mirror
prison, so that's impossible.Right? Maybe I'm just losing my crown! Charm you
later, Raven Queen © 2017 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

Ever After High: Once Upon a Twist: When the Clock Strikes
Cupid
The sixth fableous book in Suzanne Selfors' Ever After High: A School Story series.
Meeshell is not an ordinary mermaid princess; she knows that someday, when she
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is older, she will leave her sea kingdom and live happily ever after on land with her
prince. The thought of living on land is thrilling but also nerve-racking. Meeshell is
glad she has years to prepare! But there is a change in the tides, and now Meeshell
will start attending Ever After High. She has almost no time to do all of her
preparing and planning. Can Meeshell fit in at Ever After High, or will she stand out
like a fish out of water? © 2016 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

Monster High/Ever After High: The Legend of Shadow High
An unwed mother forges a complex friendship with Bohemian poet Edna St.
Vincent Millay against a backdrop of critical 1930s cultural values, which force
them to weight the cost of happiness. By the author of Hemingway's Girl. Original.
75,000 first printing.

Ever After High: Madeline Hatter's Story
When a beautiful princess refuses to marry the prince her father has chosen, her
father is furious and locks her in a tower. She has seven long years of solitude to
think about her insolence. But the princess is not entirely alone - she has her maid,
Dashti. Petulant and spoilt, the princess eats the food in their meagre store as if
she were still at court, and Dashti soon realises they must either escape or slowly
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starve. But during their captivity, resourceful Dashti discovers that there is
something far more sinister behind her princess's fears of marrying the prince, and
when they do break free from the tower, they find a land laid to waste and the
kingdom destroyed. They were safe in the tower, now they are at the mercy of the
evil prince with a terrible secret. Thrilling, captivating, and a masterful example of
storytelling at its best. The princess's maid is a feisty and thoroughly modern
heroine, in this wonderfully timeless story.

Fallen Beauty
More fun from the world of Ever After High! This story collection features tales
about the lovable and one-of-a-kind pets of your favourite characters. The
collection includes: Duchess Swan and the Next Top Bird: A Little Pirouette Story
Lizzie Hearts and the Hedgehog's Hexcellent Adventure: A Little Shuffle Story
Ginger Breadhouse and the Candy Fish Wish: A Little Jelly Story Hopper
Croakington II and the Princely Present: A Little Drake Story Dexter Charming and
the Trouble with Jackalopes: A Little Mr. Cottonhorn Story Darling Charming and
the Horse of a Different Color: A Little Sir Gallopad Story PLUS, two brand-new
short stories! These stories by Suzanne Selfors have previously been published as
digital shorts - this collection brings them together in print for the first time.
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Once Upon a Marigold
Evil tree. Bad Apple? Twenty years ago, all the evil villains were banished from the
kingdom of Auradon to the Isle of the Lost--a dark and dreary place protected by a
force field that makes it impossible for them to leave. Stripped of their magical
powers, the villains now live in total isolation, forgotten by the world. Mal learns
from her mother, Maleficent, that the key to true darkness, the Dragon's Eye, is
located inside her scepter in the forbidden fortress on the far side of the island.
The eye is cursed, and whoever retrieves it will be knocked into a deep sleep for a
thousand years. But Mal has a plan to capture it. She'll just need a little help from
her "friends." In their quest for the Dragon's Eye, these four kids begin to realize
that just because you come from an evil family tree, being good ain't so bad.

Dangerous
At Ever After High, an enchanting boarding school, the children of fairytale legends
prepare themselves to fulfill their destinies as the next generation of Snow Whites,
Prince Charmings and Evil Queens . . . whether they want to or not. Each year on
Legacy Day, students sign the Storybook of Legends to seal their scripted fates.
For generations, the Village of Book End has whispered that refusing to sign means
The End - both for a story and for a life. As the daughter of the Evil Queen, Raven
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Queen's destiny is to follow in her mother's wicked footsteps, but evil is so not
Raven's style. She's starting to wonder, what if she rewrote her own story? The
royal Apple White, daughter of the Fairest of Them All, has a happy ever after
planned for herself, but it depends upon Raven feeding her a poison apple in their
future. What if Raven doesn't sign the Storybook of Legends? It could mean a
happily never after for them both.

The Isle of the Lost
Maisie 'Danger' Brown needs excitement. When she wins a harmless-sounding
competition to go to astronaut boot camp, that's exactly what she gets . . . But she
never imagined it would feature stumbling into a terrifying plot that kills her friends
and might just kill her too. Now there's no going back. Maisie has to live by her
middle name if she wants to survive – and she'll need to be equally courageous to
untangle the romance in her life too. A clever, suspenseful thriller-adventure by
New York Times bestselling author and master storyteller Shannon Hale.

Endangered
New York Times bestselling author Shannon Hale offers up mystery, romance, and
a lot of fun in this modern homage to Jane Austen.
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The Unfairest of Them All
Who knew love could be so amazing—and stupefying? Not Christian. He was
clueless when he started spying on the royal family through his telescope. He lives
in a cave with a troll for a dad, after all. If his dad had only warned him about all
that mind-boggling love stuff, maybe things wouldn't be such a mess. But then,
maybe, Princess Marigold would be dead. But Christian wasn't warned. And now
that he's fallen for the princess, it's up to him to untwist an odd love triangle—er,
rectangle—and foil a scheming queen who wants to take over the kingdom, even if
it means bumping off her own daughter. With echoes of William Goldman's modern
classic The Princess Bride, Jean Ferris's hilarious parody of "Once upon a time . . ."
overflows with oddball characters and sage observations—and ends with a
slapstick happily-ever-after that's full of surprises.

Ever After High: Briar Beauty's Story
Amazing Coloring Book For Kids of All Ages! About the book: Coloring pages are
suitable for beginning as well as more advanced colorists. A great way to relax,
unwind, and let your creativity flow! - large and nice pages 8.5x11 size - singlesided pages
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Ever After High: The Class of Classics
Things have gone topsy-turvy at Ever After High! After Faybelle casts a spell on the
midterm hexams, the students unhexpectedly find themselves inside the wrong
storybooks! When Cerise Hood and Dexter Charming realize they're in the story of
Beauty and the Beast, they both think it's a royal fairy fail. Cerise would rather run
outside than stay in a castle, and Dexter is worried that he'll never escape his big
brother's shadow. But when they discover that they'll need to make it to the end of
the story to return to school, Cerise and Dex are determined to fit in-even if they're
better off being themselves. Will this team find their fairy own hextraordinary way
to a Happily Ever After? © 2017 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

Ever After High: Ashlynn Ella's Story
Things have gone topsy-turvy at Ever After High! After Faybelle Thorn casts a spell
on the midterm hexams, the students find themselves unhexpectedly inside the
wrong storybooks! When Rosabella Beauty and Cedar Wood find themselves in
Goldilocks and the Three Bears instead of their own fairytale storybooks, they
realize the trouble has only just started. Someone has been blowing down housesand the whole forest is starting to panic. Now it's up to Rosabella, Cedar, and the
Three Bears to solve the mystery and get this storybook back on script! ©2017
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Ever After High: The Unfairest of Them All
Merrie Haskell’s middle-grade fantasy novel Princess Curse is an imaginative
retelling of the fairy tales The Twelve Dancing Princesses and Beauty and the
Beast. In the fifteenth-century kingdom of Sylvania, the prince offers a fabulous
reward to anyone who cures the curse that forces the princesses to spend each
night dancing to the point of exhaustion. Everyone who tries disappears or falls
into an enchanted sleep. Thirteen-year-old Reveka, a smart, courageous herbalist’s
apprentice, decides to attempt to break the curse despite the danger. Unravelling
the mystery behind the curse leads Reveka to the Underworld, and to save the
princesses, Reveka will have to risk her soul. Princess Curse combines magic,
suspense, humor, and adventure into a story perfect for fans of Gail Carson Levine.

Once Upon a Pet
Join Hunter Huntsman, son of the heroic Huntsman, for a day in the woods. What
happens when he has to hide his real feelings about hunting in the forest-and
about a forest maiden, too? Read all about it in this exclusive Ever After High short
story by Newbery Honor author Shannon Hale.
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Ever After High: A School Story Collection II
Join Briar Beauty, daughter of Sleeping Beauty, as she taps into her adventurous
spirit to investigate and track down mischievous thieves who are causing trouble
around the castle. Read all about it in this exclusive Ever After High short story by
Newbery Honor author Shannon Hale.

Ever After High: A Wonderlandiful World
The latest book in the enchanting Ever After High: A School Story series.

Ever After High: The Storybook of Legends
For Ever After High fans, the next three books (#4-6) in A School Story series by
Suzanne Selfors in one hexcellent box! Boxed set includes: Fairy's Got Talent,
Truth or Hair, and Fairy Tail Ending. ©2016 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

Midnight in Austenland
It's reunion weekend for the Class of Classics, and thanks to a magical spell gone
awry in the Legacy Orchard, today's Ever After High students have a hexclusive
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sneak peek into their parents' stories. Raven Queen, Apple White, Cerise Hood,
Madeline Hatter, and more go on a thrilling adventure through the past that
reveals what their parents were really like in high school. These six spelltacular
stories, together exclusively in this full-color graphic novel, will change everything
you thought you knew about the Class of Classics! ©2017 Mattel. All Rights
Reserved.

Ever After High: Epic Winter: The Junior Novel
After being set free from her mirror prison, the Evil Queen comes up with a
wickedly hexcellent plan to infiltrate Ever After High. Can she finally convince her
daughter, Raven Queen, to accept her fairytale destiny and join her in being evil?
Meanwhile a new litter of baby dragons is born and before long the Dragon Games
are back at Ever After High, but the reinstatement of the games is all part of the
Evil Queen's master plan. Can Raven, Apple, Darling, and the rest of the gang
stand up to the Evil Queen? One thing is for sureEver After High will never be the
same! Let the Dragon Games begin! ©2016 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

Ever After High: Diary of an Evil Queen
Join Madeline Hatter, daughter of the Mad Hatter of Wonderland, for a positively
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upside-down day at her father's Mad Hatter of Wonderland's Haberdashery Hat &
Tea Shoppe. Read all about it in this exclusive Ever After High short story by
Newbery Honor author Shannon Hale.

Ever After High: Once Upon a Time
Rapunzel escapes her tower-prison all on her own, only to discover a world beyond
what she'd ever known before. Determined to rescue her real mother and to seek
revenge on her kidnapper would-be mother, Rapunzel and her very long braids
team up with Jack (of Beanstalk fame) and together they perform daring deeds and
rescues all over the western landscape, eventually winning the justice they so well
deserve.

Ever After High: Hunter Huntsman's Story
Read these exclusive introductions to all your favorite characters to find out what
their lives are like at home! A new chapter is about to begin at Ever After High, and
all the students are preparing to start their Legacy Year. In just a few weeks it will
be Legacy Day when they will sign the Storybook of Legends and commit to live
out their fairy-tale destiny, repeating the famous stories of their parents. This
volume collects together for the first time 12 short tales, including five BRANDPage 16/24
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NEW stories. For the first time, find out what Dexter and Darling Charming, Cedar
Wood, Lizzie Hearts and Kitty Cheshire were doing just before school started. This
collection also includes the stories of Apple White, Raven Queen, Madeline Hatter,
Briar Beauty, Ashlynn Ella and Hunter Huntsman, and the fairy tale The Tale of Two
Sisters, which were previously only available online. Don't miss this Once Upon a
Time special edition of enchanting stories by bestselling and Newbery honorwinning author Shannon Hale.

The Princess Curse
A dangerous story is bubbling and almost all the Narrators are scared to tell it.
Cracks in the World of Stories are spreading, and the ominous Shadow High is
gaining power. Only one young, brave Narrator, Brooke Page, is ready to tell this
tale. As the first cracks show, Frankie and Draculaura are accidentally transported
to Ever After High, where they meet Raven Queen and Apple White. After the girls
recover from the shock of learning that fairytales and monsters are real, they
discover that the Evil Queen has escaped her mirror prison in search of the
ultimate power, hidden in Shadow High. Frankie, Raven, Draculaura, Apple, and
Brooke must stop the Evil Queen and save the World of Stories from the evil that
lurks in Shadow High! ©2017 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.
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Book of a Thousand Days
Things have gone topsy-turvy at Ever After High! After Faybelle casts a spell on the
midterm hexams, the students unhexpectedly find themselves inside the wrong
storybooks! Cupid thinks it's fairy fableous to be Cinderella-even if it's just for the
day! But when she notices her wicked stepsisters secretly sneaking out of the
Prince's Royal Ball, Cupid decides to investigate with the help of her friends,
Hopper Croakington III and Madeline Hatter. Together, they discover that the
stepsisters might not be as wicked as they seem Can Cupid flip this story on its
crown and make it a Happily Ever After for everyone? © 2017 Mattel. All Rights
Reserved.

Ever After High: The Secret Diary of Apple White
At Ever After High, an enchanting boarding school, the children of fairytale legends
prepare themselves to fulfill their destinies as the next generation of Snow Whites,
Prince Charmings and Evil Queenswhether they want to or not. Each year on
Legacy Day, students sign the Storybook of Legends to seal their scripted fates.
For generations, the Village of Book End has whispered that refusing to sign means
The End-both for a story and for a life. As the daughter of the Evil Queen, Raven
Queen's destiny is to follow in her mother's wicked footsteps, but evil is so not
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Raven's style. She's starting to wonder, what if she rewrote her own story? The
royal Apple White, daughter of the Fairest of Them All, has a happy ever after
planned for herself, but it depends upon Raven feeding her a poison apple in their
future. What if Raven doesn't sign the Storybook of Legends? It could mean a
happily never after for them both.

Rapunzel's Revenge
Join Ashlynn Ella, daughter of Cinderella, as her woodland friends help her get
ready for her Legacy Year at school, where she will train for her destiny to marry a
prince. But what if she meets the woodsman of her dreams instead? Read all about
it in this exclusive Ever After High short story by Newbery Honor author Shannon
Hale.

Ever After High: Once Upon a Twist: Rosabella and the Three
Bears
From National Book Award Finalist Eliot Schrefer comes the compelling tale of a girl
who must save a group of bonobos -- and herself -- from a violent coup. Congo is a
dangerous place, even for people who are trying to do good. When Sophie has to
visit her mother at her sanctuary for bonobos, she’s not thrilled to be there. Then
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Otto, an infant bonobo, comes into her life, and for the first time she feels
responsible for another creature. But peace does not last long for Sophie and Otto.
When an armed revolution breaks out in the country, the sanctuary is attacked,
and the two of them must escape unprepared into the jungle. Caught in the
crosshairs of a lethal conflict, they must struggle to keep safe, to eat, and to live.
In ENDANGERED, Eliot Schrefer plunges us into a heart-stopping exploration of the
things we do to survive, the sacrifices we make to help others, and the tangled
geography that ties us all, human and animal, together.

Ever After High: Once Upon a Twist: The Kitty Mermaid
The fifth paperback chapter book in our Once Upon a Twist chapter book series
that is perfect for the younger fans of Ever After High. These stories put a
spelltacular spin on classic fairytales! In this twist, Apple White and Kitty Cheshire
find themselves inside of the Little Mermaid's storybook. ©2018 Mattel. All Rights
Reserved.

Ever After High: The Secret Diary of Raven Queen
It's the aftermath of Legacy Day, the day when the students at Ever After High are
supposed to pledge to follow in their fairytale parents' footsteps, and everyone is in
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a huff and a puff! Raven Queen, daughter of the Evil Queen, has refused to sign
the Storybook of Legends, rejecting her story--and putting everyone else's in
jeopardy. The Royal Apple White doesn't want to think Raven is being a rebellious
pain, but Raven's choice means Apple might never get the poisoned apple, Prince
Charming, and a kingdom to rule. Behind Apple stands the Royals, those who want
to play by the book and embrace their stories. The Rebels, supporters of Raven,
believe in breaking free from destiny and writing their own stories. But when the
chaos and rivalry land wonderlandiful Madeline Hatter in trouble, Raven and Apple
must bring the Royals and the Rebels together to shut the book on their feud
before it threatens to end all of their Happily Ever Afters once and for all. Mirror,
Mirror on the WallWho'e the Unfairest of Them All? Don't miss Book #1, Ever After
High: The Storybook of Legends!

Calamity Jack
What's a girl to do when she accidentally turns her crush into a frog? Ginger
Breadhouse had a hard time growing up with the Candy Witch for a mom. It's not
easy making friends if everyone believes your mom tried to cook Hansel and
Gretel! But now that Ginger's attending Ever After High, she has a chance to forge
her own path, and she's trying to make a name for herself as the host of the
MirrorCast show Spells Kitchen. The problem is, she needs viewers! Ginger hopes a
magical recipe from Professor Rumpelstiltskin will be a showstopper -- but when
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the magic backfires, it turns Hopper Croakington II, son of the Frog Prince, into a
small green amphibian! And the longer he remains under the spell, the more
froglike he becomes. Can Ginger turn Hopper back into his regular self before it's
too late? Don't miss the companion activity book, Science and Sorcery!

Ever After High: The Unfairest of Them All
Dear Diary, A prank at Ever After High went royally wrong and turned the school
into a spelltacular mess. When I tried to help, I ended up making everything worse!
Now Headmaster Grimm thinks I was in on it with Kitty Cheshire, Lizzie Hearts, and
Faybelle Thorn, and we're all on castle clean up duty! As punishment for the prank,
the most enchanting dance of the year has been canceled, and fables are
spreading that it's all my fault. But maybe I can still save the day-and the dance-if
we fix up the school in time! Let's just hope we can finally see crown to crown
Charm you later, Apple White © 2017 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

Have Sword, Will Travel
In the aftermath of Legacy Day, Raven Queen, reluctant leader of the Rebels, and
Apple White, head of the Royals, work together when an Ever After High student,
Maddie, gets in trouble, threatening all of their Happily Ever Afters.
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Ever After High: Kiss and Spell
This book is your glimpse into the delightfully twisted mind of the Evil Queen find
out what really makes her tick, and what malevolent lessons she wants to pass
along to her daughter Raven. © 2016 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.
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